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This is a summary of the First Asset Long Duration Fixed Income ETF’s (the “Fund”) performance in the second quarter, our outlook for the markets and
the Fund’s positioning.
Looking back – Reflation hopes fade, a shift toward coordinated tightening amid soft inflation
At the end of 2016, an investor poll conducted by J.P. Morgan showed that nearly 50% of those surveyed expected the benchmark U.S. 10-Year Bond Yield
to be 2.5% or higher by the end of the second quarter of 2017, while some other broker-dealers forecasted 3% or higher for the U.S. 10-Year Bond Yield
by mid-year. The reality has been very different with the 10-Year Bond Yield trading in a narrow range year-to-date and finishing the first half at 2.30%.
A proximate influence is the loss of investor confidence that “reflation” is in store, with such sentiments emerging as expectations surrounding the U.S.
policy agenda have been tempered, commodity prices have slipped and current reported inflation readings to date have failed to pick up. A distinct
lessening of tail risks from the political and banking spheres in Europe has provided little reassurance to investors.
The broadly supportive stream of economic activity data and weak coincident inflation readings over the first half of the year is garnering a mixed
reception from two different audiences. Amid investor circles, it continues to be regarded with skepticism, given the current cycle experience of the
follow-through from firming economic activity to higher inflation being tepid. Among policymakers at major inflation targeting central banks, however,
the expectation persists that inflation will shift higher and move back toward their respective targets from currently subdued levels. The latter perception
has led to some of these same central banks actively considering the reduction of their highly accommodative monetary policy stances, with the Bank
of Canada, European Central Bank, and the Bank of England all jumping on this bandwagon of late. This collective desire to follow the Federal Reserve
System’s lead in gradually moving toward higher policy interest rates and smaller balance sheets supported the push higher in nominal yields from their
year-to-date lows.
Over the second quarter, nominal 10-year interest rates (interest rate before taking inflation into account) dropped by 0.12% in the U.S. and rose 0.02%
in Japan, while in Canada, Germany and the UK, these rates have risen by 0.13%.
Performance Analysis
The First Asset Long Duration Fixed Income ETF (the “Fund”) returned 3.08% in the second quarter, falling behind the FTSE TMX Canada Long Term All
Governments Index (the “Benchmark”) return by 0.96%. The total return of the Fund was primarily driven by the net compression of government credit
spreads and the net decline in long-term Canadian interest rates.
On a relative to the Benchmark basis, yield curve positioning subtracted from the performance of the Fund, as the Canadian term structure flattened
sharply following a hawkish shift from the Bank of Canada, and our underweight position in 20-year maturity Canadian bonds hindered performance. This
weakness was only partly offset by the outperformance of our U.S. duration positions relative to their Canadian counterparts, with residual U.S. dollar
exposure also subtracting from the Fund’s returns. The foreign currency exposure of the Fund is actively managed through a hedging overlay. In terms of
spreads, our underweight government credit position affected returns negatively, as spreads in this sector tightened materially.
Looking forward – Risk of monetary policy missteps resurface
The most recent wave of central banks wanting to claim victory and walk back from highly accommodative monetary policy settings is concerning. Beyond
that inflation has only tentatively followed suit from improved economic activity indicators, the reality is that financial conditions remain loose – in turn
benefitting the economy – in part due to accommodating monetary policy. For policymakers, the rationale for starting the gradual withdrawal of monetary
stimulus now is that the risk of a faster policy tightening later, that could derail the economy, is reduced. After years of such stimulus and the debt loads
that have accumulated, however, there is a risk that economic sensitivities to changes in financial conditions are greater than appreciated by policymakers.
It is only by beginning the process of policy tightening that both central bankers and financial markets will find out the truth, raising the risks of policy
missteps along the way. The approach is either the right one: where higher inflation emerges, and term premiums in fixed income have room to normalize;
or the wrong one: where tightening proves unwarranted in the face of stubbornly below target inflation, and policymakers eventually need to retrace their
steps on policy normalization. Managing through the evolution of policy towards the ultimate outcome is a focus of our strategy for investing in today’s
challenging market environment.
The Canadian situation is an illustrative case in point for the current dilemma of many monetary policymakers. Although economic growth is broadening
and the negative impact from lower oil prices has run its course, reported inflation and inflation expectations have not demonstrated commensurate
improvements. For now, the Bank of Canada seems content that their response to the oil price collapse and resulting terms of trade shock has worked,
paving the way for the withdrawal of this economic insurance via policy rate hikes. Should inflation remain below target and as tepid as both businesses and
investors expect, however, the Bank will likely find that the limits of the path to higher policy rates are closer than envisioned.
Positioning – Duration, Curve, and Spreads
The Fund remains underweight in duration relative to the Benchmark, primarily concentrated in the 20-year portion of the yield curve. Provincial bonds
are mainly used to manage this yield curve exposure, while collecting better income. Within the spread product space, we are underweight in agency and
municipal debt, and we hold positions in U.S. dollar emerging market sovereign debt and inflation-linked bonds.
During the second quarter, we trimmed positions in 10-year and shorter maturity Canadian bonds, migrating this exposure to longer maturities, and also
reduced our underweight position in Canadian government credit spreads. In addition, we have added positions in U.S. dollar emerging market sovereign
debt, and reduced our exposure to U.S. inflation linked bonds.
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The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compounded total returns, including changes in unit value and do not take into account sales, redemption or optional charges or
income taxes payable by a security holder that would have reduced returns. Use of benchmark:
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Signature Global Asset Management manages a diverse range of equity, balanced and income funds,
and is CI Investments’ largest in-house portfolio management group. The team of over 40 investment
professionals, led by Chief Investment Officer Eric Bushell, manages over $55 billion and has offices in
Toronto and Hong Kong.
Investment Philosophy
The Signature investment philosophy is designed to deliver the best possible risk-adjusted returns in today’s
complex environment and is based on these key elements:
•

The globalization of the world economy has resulted in increased complexity, requiring specialized
knowledge.

•

The increased interconnectivity of the global economy demands collaboration.

1 (877) 642-1289 | www.firstasset.com | info@firstasset.com
First Asset - Smart SolutionsTM
First Asset, a CI Financial Company, is a Canadian investment firm delivering a comprehensive suite of smart ETF solutions. Rooted in strong fundamentals, First
Asset’s smart solutions strive to deliver better risk-adjusted returns than the broad market while helping investors achieve their personal financial goals.

This communication is intended for informational purposes only and is not, and should not be construed as, investment and/or tax advice to any individual. Particular investments and/or trading
strategies should be evaluated relative to each individual’s circumstances. Individuals should seek the advice of professionals, as appropriate, regarding any particular investment. Commissions,
trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with investments in exchange traded funds. Please read the prospectus before investing. Exchange traded funds are
not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated. The indicated rates of return of the Fund are the historical annual compounded total returns, including
changes in unit value and do not take into account sales, redemption or optional charges or income taxes payable by a security holder that would have reduced returns. Performance is calculated
net of fees. The opinions contained in this document are solely those of the Portfolio Manager, Signature Global Asset Management, a division of CI Investments Inc., at the indicated date of the
information and are subject to change without notice. Some of the statements contained in this document may be considered forward looking statements which provide current expectations or
forecasts of future events. Such forward-looking statements reflect the Portfolio Manager’s current expectations or forecasts of future events and are based on information currently available to the
Portfolio Manager. Such forward looking statements are not guarantees of future performance or events and involve risks and uncertainties. Actual results may differ materially from those described
in such forward-looking statements as a result of various factors. These factors include, but are not limited to, general economic, political and market factors globally, interest and foreign exchange
rates, global equity and capital markets, business competition, technological changes, changes in laws and regulations, judicial or regulatory judgments, legal proceedings and catastrophic events.
First Asset and the Portfolio Manager do not undertake any obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise,
except as expressly required by law. This document includes information that has been obtained from third party sources. Although the Portfolio Manager believes that these independent sources
are generally reliable, the accuracy and completeness of such information is not guaranteed and has not been independently verified. The Portfolio Manager and First Asset assume no responsibility
for any losses or damages, whether direct or indirect, which arise from the use of this information and expressly disclaims liability for any errors or omissions in this information. The Fund is managed
by Signature Global Asset Management, a division of CI Investments Inc. TMFirst Asset and its logo are trademarks of FA Capital, a wholly owned subsidiary of CI Financial Corp. which is listed on the
Toronto Stock Exchange under the symbol “CIX”. ®CI FINANCIAL is a registered trademark of CI Investment Inc., used under license.

